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Lithium-Ion packs that use pouch cells typically apply a stack pressure for improved
lifetime and performance. Fixtures are used to mimic this at the cell level, and conventionally
prescribe a constant displacement onto the cell. This increases stack pressure, but also
causes pressure to vary [1, 2]. Despite this, applying an initial stack pressure improves cell
conductivity [2], as well as cell lifetime [1]. This applied stack pressure results in an effective
surface area increase, but is limited to the minimal plastic deformation stress of the anode,
cathode, or separator. Stack pressure varies during charging and discharging due to elastic
swelling, and over time due to anode growth [3]. These variations in pressure over time can
cause premature breakdown of the cell materials. More novel fixtures use buffer layers of
foam to reduce this effect, but pressure still varies, changing with respect to the compression
of the foam [3, 4].

A fixture has been designed that applies a constant pressure to the cell independent of
displacement. This prevents pressure variation during charging and discharging, and from
permanent swelling that occurs over time. The fixture uses pneumatics to apply a constant
stack pressure independent of elastic and plastic swelling, revealing the performance and
degradation effects of maintaining uniform pressure. The results of comparing degradation
from constant pressure to constant displacement on the cell level could influence pack design
in order to minimize degradation and impedance growth.
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